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5.0. CONCLUSION 

An anthropomorphic robotic head has been designed and developed to comply with the 

biometrical data of adult humanhead. The developed robot head has 3 degree of freedoms 

inthe neck section. The developed robotic head is capable ofascertaining natural human 

like neck movements into a greaterextent. A novel cost effective mechanical design for 

the necksection of the robot has been introduced. This design is capableof minimizing the 

displacements between the moving axes andfacilitating for a compact modular design. 

Commonly availableDC motors in the market can be used as actuators instead of custom-

made actuators. Therefore, the design is cost effectivewhile providing adequate 

performance. The developed robotic head is capable of identifying the direction of an 

external force applied on it and appropriate acting to the force. Therefore, the robotic 

head has a novel attentive feature. Force attentive mechanism could be further developed 

by introducing more parameters for the reactionfunction. Apart from that, the robot head 

has been developed in sucha way that it can be used as a research platform that can be 

used for further research purposes. 

 

5.1. Contribution 

Contribution of my research can be discussed under main two areas as below. In the bio 

mimetic force attentive robot head developed, below force based reactions were 

incorporated to the robot head as my contribution. 

 

5.1.1. Reactions based on direction of external force acting on the head 

Direction of the external force is a main key factor that decides the mode of reaction for 

that force by the human head. When any external force acted on human head or 

something hit on the head, stresses or impacts induces on muscles of head or neck will 

send signal to brain to identify the direction of force acted to the head. Then brain will 

decide to take the head away from the force and will send signals to the muscles of the 

head, neck to act accordingly. In human anatomy each and every cell works as individual 
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sensor to send stress signal to the brain. The robot head developed in this also same 

principle was used to detect the direction of external force. Instead of stresses generated 

in muscles of human head, four force sensor mounted on robot head base will sense the 

external force. According to the algorithm written on controller direction of external 

force will be determined by the controller and robot head will instantly move his head 

away from the force like human. This function was verified with 8 case studies that 

applied forces on the head in different 8 directions. 

5.1.2. Reactions based on magnitude of external force acting on the head 

When we analyze reactions of human head for different magnitude of external forces, it is 

a complex function of human brain. As an example if something hit gently on our head 

the reaction will be vary differ compared to if same thing hit hardly on the head. It is 

obvious that when human head react to an external force, magnitude of that force is a 

decisive factor in all aspect. Normally if something hit on the head, taking away speed of 

head will proportional to the magnitude of the external force. In less significantly, angle 

of rotation also will approximately proportional to the magnitude of the external force. 

So, same reaction function was applied to this robot head. 

Reaction functions on magnitude of the external force were developed for this robot head 

for 2 magnitude limits for main for directions as shown in table 4.1 

5.2. Problems Encountered and corrective measures taken 

5.2.1. Problems of unexpected vibration at end of movement 

Robot head was mounted on the base by means of 4 springs placed at each corner. When 

external force is applied on the head, robot head will move away from the applied force. 

But in the instant motors are stopping sudden jerk is acting due to momentum of the robot 

head. This sudden jerk is causing to induce forces on force sensors which may mislead 

the controller. So in some instants when robot head moved and stopped at a point again it 

will start to move even without having any external force acting. So, robot head had to be 

tuned very precisely to eliminate subjected vibration effects. Springs of the bases were 

mounted so that they can be adjusted easily to vary its length. 
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5.2.2. Slight play in gear motors due to weight of structure 

There was a slight play in gear motors even after DC power cut-off due to weight of the 

brass ring gears those were used in head structure. After stopping the head movements by 

the controller, if this stop position is making a movement of any axis motor, that motor 

tend to rotate in very little amount. Especially when we consider the rolling motor this 

issue was significant since maximum moment is coming around rolling axis of then robot 

head. As corrective action some tolerance limit had to be introduced in the Arduino 

program for the encoder signals. 

5.2.3. Difficulty of finding zero position of the head 

Sometimes when resetting the robot head by pressing the reset button, it was not coming 

to rest position at once. It will pass its rest position and again will come back to the rest 

position. This is happening because of due to momentum of the head, it will go beyond 

the encoder limits defined in the controller program. This was fine-tuned so that 

frequency of this fault happening is minimum. 

5.2.4. Issues related to material, machinery selection 

Since we have used brass material to machine ring gears for rolling and pitching 

mechanisms the weight of the structure was increased up to considerable amount. 

Further, used ring gears were custom made especially for this project and those had to be 

machined in milling machines which has minimum size of gear teeth. As the result, gear 

ring gears made for rolling and pitching mechanisms were somewhat heavy and robust. 

This was caused to form a large momentum of rotational parts which cause to make some 

unexpected issues as explained above. 
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5.3. Recommendations and Further developments 

We have implemented reaction function only for external force acting on the head and it 

also implemented only for main eight directions as discussed above chapters. But control 

algorithms can be developed to sense impulsive forces and many more reaction functions 

can be implemented for various modes of external forces. 

Also force sensing methodology can be improved further by introducing more force 

sensors to the model. When the model is consist of more force sensors means accuracy of 

detecting the external force is going high. 

If we consider the mechanical features of the model it can be implemented some 

corrective methods to eliminate issue arise during testing and tuning of the robot head. In 

order to eliminate vibration effect of the robot structure some set of dampers can be 

introduced to the base. This will ensure smooth functioning of force sensing mechanism 

and will caused to eliminate false sensor readings caused due to vibration of the robot 

head. 

 
Also more sensitive types of force sensors can be used for better results for future 

implementations. Also impulse sensors, torque sensors can be used to sense different 

modes of external forces. Further, more advance attentive features like human can be 

incorporated to this robot model by introducing more DOF to the shoulder area of the 

robot head assembly. 
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